
Nigerian Agip Oil Company Limited 

Operator of the NNPC/NAOC/Phillips Joint Venture 

RC 2974 

Tender Opportunity 

Reference: NAOC JV 

Tender Opportunity for Supply of Two (2) Mooring Masters and Nine (9) Mooring Gangs (Nipex Ref. 

3100075) 

1. Introduction 

Nigerian   Agip   Oil   Company   Limited,   Operator   of  NNPC/NAOC/PHILLIPS Joint Venture, is desirous of calling 

for bids from interested contractors who are duly registered for the subject service. 

2. Scope of Work 

 Supply of (2) mooring masters and (9) mooring gangs for handling of export tankers arriving at the Brass 

Offshore loading terminal. 

 The mooring masters must be holders of UK Class l(Deck) (master mariner) certificate or its equivalent plus 

at least five (5) years experience as a pilot, 

  

  

 The mooring master will function as follows: 

  

-         Lead the export tanker boarding team. 

-         Manouevre the export tanker to berth and supervising mooring and unmooring of the vessel. 

-         Act as liaison between the ship and the shore on issues relating to crude oil loading activities. 

-         Supervise connection of loading hoses. 



-         Supervise   loading   operation   and   represents   the terminal on board. 

-         Record on board events in chronological orders. This is inclusive of preparation of Time sheet, Tanker ullage 

report, acknowledgment and issuance of protests as appropriate 

-         Facilitate exchanges of load completion information between export tanker and the shore. 

 The Mooring gang shall: 

-         Be responsible to the mooring master for mooring and unmooring export tanker in conjunction with the ship 

crew. 

-         Be responsible to the mooring master for connection of loading hoses. 

-         Be responsible to the marine department for fabric maintenance of certain offshore equipments. 

-         Prepare offshore equipment for deployment as may be directed by the marine department. 

 Proposed Contract Duration: 2 years plus one year option. 

3. Nigerian Content 

Bidders are invited to express complete understanding and willingness to develop in-country capability and capacity 

for related items to enhance the development of Nigerian Content in compliance with the Nigerian Oil and Gas 

Industry Content Development Act (NOGICD Act 

2010) 

  

Pursuant to the above, bidders’ submissions shall be evaluated strictly with the minimum evaluation criteria defined 

m the NOGICD Act 2010 and other extant laws. Only bidders whose submissions are in compliance, shall proceed to 

the next stage of the tender process. 

  

Among the information/documentation that will be requested to be 

submitted by bidders at the ITT stag 

 


